Necklace

Place of origin: United States of America (made)

Date: 1920 - 1940 (made)

Artist/Maker: Unknown

Materials and Techniques: the clasp is stamped 9K
the plastic was confirmed as casein by Brenda Keneghan 19/07/2017

Credit Line: Given by the American Friends of the V&A through the generosity of Patricia V. Goldstein

Museum number: M.126-2011

Gallery location: On short term loan out for exhibition

Descriptive line

Physical description
Graduated cream beads carved with a pattern of stained cracks in imitation of old ivory. Knotted on a thick brown cord and with a simple 9 carat gold clasp.

Dimensions
Length: 300 mm as worn, Diameter: 32.5 mm largest bead

Museum number
M.126-2011

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O299032/necklace-unknown/